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Abstract

Malaria is an infectious disease that continues to be the leading cause of death in de-
veloping countries. The emergence of drug-resistant Plasmodium falciparum parasite, which
causes the most severe and lethal malaria, poses a significant challenge to disease eradi-
cation efforts and necessitates the discovery of new drug targets. This study focuses on
the cyclic nucleotide signaling pathway in P. falciparum, specifically, the action of the en-
zyme phosphodiesterase beta (PfPDEβ). PfPDEβ catalyzes the hydrolysis of intracellular
second messenger 3’,5’-cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), a key regulator of P. fal-
ciparum asexual blood stage development. I successfully cloned the PfPDEβ gene and
constructed Schizosaccharomyces pombe yeast strains expressing PfPDEβ. A yeast-based
high-throughput screen (HTS) was developed and optimized to identify PfPDEβ inhibitors.
162 known mammalian phosphodiesterase (PDE) inhibitors were screened and the growth
response of the yeast strains expressing PfPDEβ was analyzed. Six hit compounds, namely
BC8-8, BC8-19, BC8-20, BC11-29, BC40, and BC42, were identified as PfPDEβ inhibitors.
This study has successfully developed a chemical toolkit to assess the utility of PfPDEβ as
a drug target, advancing ongoing efforts in antimalarial drug development.

Summary

Malaria is the leading cause of death in developing countries, with the Plasmodium falci-
parum parasite being the primary cause of severe and lethal forms of this infectious disease.
Although antimalarial drugs have been developed and used to treat malaria over the past
decade, the emergence of drug-resistant parasites has reduced the efficacy of these drugs.
Hence, there is an urgent need to discover new drug targets to eradicate the disease. This
study focuses on a specific pathway in the parasite called the cyclic nucleotide signaling path-
way. I studied an enzyme called phosphodiesterase beta (PfPDEβ) which plays a crucial role
in the development of the parasite. A cost-effective, time-efficient and robust yeast-based
screening platform was optimized to identify compounds that could inhibit the PfPDEβ en-
zyme. I have successfully developed a toolkit to assess the potential of PfPDEβ as a drug
target, bringing us closer to developing novel antimalarial drugs.



1 Introduction

Malaria is a life-threatening disease transmitted to humans by a female Anopheles mosquito

that is infected with apicomplexan parasites of the Plasmodium genus [1]. According to the

World Health Organization (WHO), 247 million cases and 619,000 deaths were reported

globally in 2021, mostly from Africa and South-East Asia [2]. Of the five human malaria

parasite species, Plasmodium falciparum is the most lethal, responsible for 90% of the world’s

malaria mortality [3], due to its cytoadherence and sequestration abilities that allow it to

evade the host’s immune system and intensify the severity of the disease [4]. For the past two

decades, artemisinin-based combination therapies (ACTs), which work by poisoning essential

malaria proteins, have been an effective primary treatment for P. falciparum [5]. However,

the emergence and spread of drug-resistant P. falciparum worldwide have compromised the

efficacy of all ACTs currently recommended by WHO [6, 7, 8, 9], exacerbating the morbidity

and mortality of future malaria epidemics [5]. Hence, there is a pressing need to identify

potential drug targets as well as screen for compounds that could be developed into novel

drugs.

Cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases (PDEs) are promising targets for such therapeu-

tics, due to their critical role in regulating the P. falciparum’s life cycle, which consists of

two stages that are tightly controlled by cyclic nucleotide signaling, as illustrated in Supp.

Figure 1. (1) The asexual blood stage is responsible for disease pathology and symptoms.

(2) The sexual stage, called gametogenesis, is responsible for the transmission of the par-

asite. Levels of second messenger 3’,5’-cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and 3’,5’-

cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) regulate these cellular functions. When cAMP

and cGMP reach a concentration threshold, they activate cAMP-dependent protein kinase

(PKA) and cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG), respectively [10, 11]. PDEs, which hy-

drolyze cAMP and cGMP, reduce PKA and PKG activity, facilitating sporozoite motility

and invasion [11], blood stage invasion and growth [12] and cell cycle control [13], as well as

gametogenesis [14], ookinete differentiation and motility [15], respectively.
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PDEs’ ability to regulate PKA and PKG activity to a high degree of specificity has led to a

growing interest in inhibitors of PDEs as promising therapeutics. Presently, PDE inhibition

is well established and has been used in various disease treatments, including pulmonary

arterial hypertension and erectile dysfunction [16, 17]. Each PDE has a unique 3-dimensional

active site which presents an opportunity for the development of high-affinity competitive

inhibitors that can increase and dysregulate PKA and PKG activity by accumulating cAMP

and cGMP, respectively [18]. In the context of malaria, the P. falciparum genome encodes

four PDEs (PfPDEα, PfPDEβ, PfPDEδ and PfPDEγ), among which, PfPDEβ is the master

regulator of cAMP signaling in schizogony and asexual blood stage development [10, 11].

In constrast, PfPDEα, PfPDEδ and PfPDEγ are not essential for blood stage replication

and invasion, as seen in Supp. Figure 1 [15, 19, 20]. Therefore, inhibiting PfPDEβ has

great potential to reduce P. falciparum development in humans and thus impede malaria

transmission. This is especially true because PfPDEβ exhibits distinct sequences from human

PDEs (HsPDEs), enabling greater therapeutic specificity. Using the Protein Basic Local

Alignment Search Tool (BLASTP) search, I found that the amino acid sequence of PfPDEβ

is significantly different from that of HsPDEs. Specifically, amino acids of PfPDEβ are only

35% identical and 49% similar to HsPDE1A (Supp. Figure 2a) and 35% identical and 54%

similar to HsPDE9A (Supp. Figure 2b). On top of this variation, using Clustal Omega (a

multiple sequence alignment program), I found that PfPDEβ does not align with 3 of the 18

invariant amino acids in HsPDEs (Supp. Figure 3). This highlights the significant differences

between the primary structure of the active site of PfPDEβ and HsPDEs, which enable the

development of highly selective PfPDEβ inhibitors that target specific signaling pathways

for malaria treatment without disrupting human cellular functions. Hence, PfPDEβ is a

promising drug target. At present, studies have shown the therapeutic effects of knocking

out the PfPDEβ gene in P. falciparum through gene deletion [21]. However, there is a gap

in demonstrating that PfPDEβ inhibition by small molecules could be a viable method to

treat malaria.
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This study differentiates itself from current drug discovery efforts as it uses a yeast-based

screening approach. At present, drug development has been largely dominated by pharma-

ceutical companies that rely on two primary methods to identify potential drug compounds.

Firstly, biochemical screening with in vitro enzyme assays is used to identify compounds

that interact with target PDEs directly. However, this process has its limitations including

difficulties in prioritizing compound efficacy due to insufficient information [22], potential

ineffectiveness of compound in P. falciparum that requires further medicinal chemistry to

increase cell permeability, and high costs needed to purify PDE targets and carry out assays

[23, 24]. Secondly, phenotypic screening with target organisms is employed to identify cell-

permeable potential drug compounds. However, difficulty in identifying the targeted protein

hinders our understanding of the action of the drug and there may be issues in culturing

the organism [23, 24]. In contrast, this study utilizes a Schizosaccharomyces pombe yeast-

based HTS approach to identify cell-permeable compounds in a more cost-effective manner

[25]. S. pombe has been found to regulate metabolism and sexual development through a

glucose-sensing cAMP pathway [26] and is an ideal medium for screening for several reasons.

Firstly, being a single-celled organism facilitates the growth of simple mutant phenotypes in

microtiter dishes. Secondly, as a eukaryote, S. pombe undergoes many similar biological pro-

cesses to human cells [27]. Thirdly, S. pombe’s ability to support autonomously-replicating

plasmids and undergo homologous recombination enables the construction of screening and

counter-screening strains, essential for gene cloning purposes [28].

This study aims to develop a chemical toolkit to assess the potential of PfPDEβ as an

antimalarial drug target through a yeast-based screening platform. To achieve this goal,

compound screening conditions were optimized and a screen of 162 compounds was carried

out to identify and characterize potential PfPDEβ inhibitors. It is important to note that

in this study, the screening of compounds is not intended to identify potential malaria drug

compounds directly. Instead, the goal is to identify compounds that could be used in whole P.

falciparum parasite screening to assess the impact of inhibiting PfPDEβ. Subsequently, these
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inhibitors could be further studied to justify pursuing High Throughput Screening (HTS)

on PfPDEβ. As such, this study paves the way for the development of novel antimalarial

drugs.

2 Methods

2.1 Strains, media and general techniques

Yeast strains used are listed in Table 1. Host strains CHP1236 and CHP1247 were used

to express PfPDEβ via the construction of strains GKS1 and GKS2. Oligonucleotides used

for Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and DNA sequencing are listed in Supp. Table 1.

Edinburgh Minimal Medium (EMM) and Yeast extract medium (YES) were used as growth

media. EMM-lys medium (EMM lacking lysine) was used to select cells that produced lysine

due to the acquisition of plasmid pJVI or pJVI-PfPDEβ.

Strain Genotype Phenotype

CHP1236
h- fbp1::ura4 ura4::fbp1-lacZ leu1-32 his7-366
pap1∆::ura4- cgs2-2 lys2-97 git2-2::his7+

No cAMP production
No PDE activity

CHP1247
h+ fbp1::ura4 ura4::fbp1-lacZ leu1-32 pap1∆::ura4-
cgs2-2 lys2-97 11his3-∆1 gpa2∆::his3+

Low cAMP production
No PDE activity

GKS1
h- fbp1::ura4 ura4::fbp1-lacZ leu1-32 his7-366
pap1∆::ura4- cgs2-2 lys2-97 git2-2::his7+ [pJVI-PfPDEβ]

No cAMP production
PfPDEβ activity

GKS2
h+ fbp1::ura4 ura4::fbp1-lacZ leu1-32 pap1∆::ura4-
cgs2-2 lys2-97 11his3-∆1 gpa2∆::his3+ [pJVI-PfPDEβ]

Low cAMP production
PfPDEβ activity

Table 1: Yeast strains used in this study.

2.2 Acquisition of open-reading frame

The PfPDEβ protein sequence was obtained through an NCBI protein search. Using

BLASTP, the PfPDEβ protein sequence was aligned with Homo sapiens proteins to identify

the protein sequence coding for the catalytic domain. To optimize the DNA sequence for
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S. pombe, codon optimization was performed using the Codon Optimization Tool from Inte-

grated DNA Technologies. DNA sequences upstream and downstream of a unique SacII site

in pJVI were added to the ends of the DNA sequence to facilitate homologous recombination.

DNA was synthesised by Twist Bioscience.

2.3 Plasmid transformation and rescue in S. pombe

S. pombe strains CHP1236 and CHP1247 were transformed with SacII-linearized plasmid

pJV1 and the PfPDEβ gene, using the Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Transformation protocol,

as described in Hill et al. [29]. Details in Appendix A.5. Plasmids were isolated from yeast

transformants using the Smash and Grab technique, as described in Hoffman et al. [30].

Details in Appendix A.6.

2.4 Plasmid preparation

Plasmids in E.coli transformants were purified using the QIAgen Spin Column Kit pro-

tocol with the following modifications. Before pelleting, E.coli was grown as a E.coli lawn

on an LB ampicillin plate, instead of an LB liquid. Pellet was resuspended in 220µl, instead

of 250µl, of buffer P1. Plasmids were incubated in a water bath at 65℃, instead of room

temperature. 500ng of plasmid was transferred to tubes containing 0.5µl PstI or PvuII from

New England Biolabs. 2µl 10x buffer 3.1r and sterile water were added to bring volume

to 20µl. The tubes were incubated at 37℃. Gel electrophoresis was carried out on PvuII

digested plasmid using 1% agarose gel in TAE buffer. The uncut plasmid was diluted with

sterile water to form a 20µl solution with 200ng/µl DNA concentration and sent to Eton

Bioscience for DNA sequencing using primers Tif-rev and ura5-seq (Supp. Table 1). PstI

cut plasmid was used for integrative plasmid transformation of CHP1236 and CHP1247 to

construct strains GKS1 and GKS2, respectively.
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2.5 Selection of strains with integrated plasmids

Replica plating

S. pombe strains CHP1236 and CHP1247 were transformed to Lys+ to construct strains

GKS1 and GKS2, respectively. EMM-lys transformation plates were incubated at 30℃ for

three (GKS2) and four (GKS1) days respectively. Then, three rounds of replica plating of

transformants were carried out on YES plates (with one-day incubation at 30℃ between

each round) and finally plated onto an EMM-lys plate [31]. Stable integrants displayed Lys+

growth after one-day incubation at 30℃. Integrants could be selected because the integrated

plasmids replicated along with the yeast’s chromosome and were maintained during mitosis,

whereas, colonies of transformants carrying autonomously replicating plasmids consisted of

mostly Lys− cells due to plasmid loss during mitosis.

Tetrad dissector

CHP1236 and CHP1247 transformant plates were examined for colonies after three days

of incubation at 30℃. Larger colonies, indicative of integrated plasmids as observed by

Charles Hoffman, were picked using a tetrad dissector and placed on a YES plate. After

one day, the cells were spread out on the same YES plate to facilitate growth. The next

day, cells were plated onto an EMM-lys plate. The plates were examined on a tetrad dissec-

tor to determine whether any transformants contained only Lys+ cells, indicating plasmid

integration.

2.6 Cell length response to exogenous cyclic nucleotides (cNMPs)

Strain GKS1 and CHP1236 host strain (no PDE) were transferred into separate 2ml

EMM cultures. 0.2ml of cells were transferred into nine small culture tubes containing 0.8ml

of EMM with no cNMP, EMM+156.25µM cAMP, EMM+312.5µM cAMP, EMM+625µM

cAMP, EMM+1250µM cAMP, EMM+156.25µM cGMP, EMM+312.5µM cGMP, EMM+625µM
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cGMP, EMM+1250µM cGMP respectively. Cells were incubated at 30℃ for three hours.

Cell length was analyzed using oil microscopy and the Fiji software.

2.7 Screening conditions

For cNMP Profiling of PDEs, 10µl of 5FOA medium (0.4g/L 5FOA + either 2.5mM of

cAMP or cGMP) was pipetted into a 384-well microtiter plate. Cell cultures were diluted

into 1.4ml 5FOA (no cNMP) to 105 cells/ml. 40µl of cell culture (CHP1236 or GKS1) was

added to nine empty wells, and then wells containing cAMP or cGMP, followed by two-fold

serial dilutions to carry out a dose responses curve. For optimization of screening conditions

and screening for PfPDEβ inhibitors, 9µl of 5FOA medium (GKS1: 0.5g/L 5FOA + 12.5µM

cAMP, GKS2: 0.5g/L 5FOA) and 1µl of DMSO or 5mM compound were pipetted into a 384-

well microtiter plate. The 162 compounds screened in this study are listed in Supp. Table 2.

40µl cell culture (GKS1 or GKS2) at a cell density of 2.5 × 104 or 5 × 104 was added to

six empty wells, then to the compound-containing well, followed by two-fold serial dilutions.

Cultures were incubated at 30℃ for 48 hours. Optical density (OD) readings of cultures

were measured using a microplate reader. The chemical structures of hit compounds were

found using NovoPro Labs SMILES to Structure software. The similarity of the chemical

structure of hit compounds was analyzed using the Tanimoto coefficient, the ratio of the

number of common features to the total number of features [32], using RDKit in Python.

3 Results

3.1 Successful cloning of PfPDEβ gene

A plasmid, pJVI-PfPDEβ, encoding the catalytic domain of the PfPDEβ protein was

successfully constructed via gap repair-transformation [33]. Subsequent transformation of

the recombinant plasmid, carrying the PfPDEβ gene, into S. pombe, as outlined in Sec-

tion 2.2 and Section 2.3, was successful, as verified in Figure 1a. Plasmid purification and
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preparation, as described in Section 2.4, were performed on DNA from E.coli. To verify the

successful insertion of PfPDEβ into the plasmid, restriction digestion with PvuII was carried

out. The results from gel electrophoresis verified that PfPDEβ was successfully inserted into

the plasmid, as the observed DNA length corresponded to the expected length of segments

(2.0kb and 6.8kb) determined using NEBcutter V2.0, as shown in Figure 1b. Successful in-

sertion of PfPDEβ catalytic domain into insert was further confirmed using DNA sequencing

and Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST).

(a) PCR product of transformants have a length
of 2.0kb, corresponding to the length of the open
reading frame.

(b) Plasmid after restriction digestion with
PvuII. 2.0kb and 6.8kb DNA segments were ob-
served for both candidates (β3a and β3b).

Figure 1: Gel electrophoresis Image of Plasmid DNA.

3.2 Successful construction of strains to find integrated plasmids

Transformation of integrated plasmids into yeast strains

Strains expressing PfPDEβ with the fbp1-ura4 reporter were constructed, such that Ura4

activity reflects PfPDEβ activity, enabling the screening for PDE inhibitors using a 5FOA

assay with the following screening pathway. In the presence of PfPDEβ, cAMP levels are

reduced, leading to low PKA activity which derepresses fbp1-ura4 reporter transcription.

These cells express ura4 and grow on medium lacking uracil (SC-ura) but are 5-fluoro-orotic

acid (5FOA) sensitive and unable to grow on 5FOA medium (Figure 2a). In contrast, when

PfPDEβ is inhibited by hit compounds, cAMP levels rise, leading to high PKA activity,
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which represses fbp1-ura4 reporter transcription. These cells are unable to grow on SC-ura

but are 5FOA-resistant and grow on 5FOA medium (Figure 2b) [27]. By measuring growth

using OD, compounds that inhibit PfPDEβ can be identified [25]. To construct the strains

that express PfPDEβ, plasmid DNA was subjected to restriction digestion using PstI to cut

the lys2 gene, resulting in linearized plasmids. The linearized plasmids were targeted for

homologous recombination to the lys2 locus for transformation into yeast strains CHP1236

and CHP1247, constructing strains GKS1 and GKS2, respectively.

(a) Pathway and expected phenotype in the absence
of PDE inhibitor.

(b) Pathway and expected phenotype in the pres-
ence of PDE inhibitor.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of cAMP pathway that regulates fbp1-ura4 reporter in S. pombe.

Selection of strains with integrated plasmids

Strains with integrated plasmids were identified using both the traditional replica plating

and tetrad dissector methods, as outlined in Section 2.5. The tetrad dissector approach

expedited the process by one day. GKS1 and GKS2 integrants were obtained, as illustrated

in Figure 3.

3.3 Characterization of PfPDEβ using 5FOA assay

Determination of pre-growth conditions for yeast strains

Prior to performing the 5FOA screening, the optimal amount of cNMPs needed to ac-

tivate PKA was determined. This was necessary to inhibit ura4 gene expression, making
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(a) Strain GKS1. (b) Strain GKS2.

Figure 3: Identification of transformants carrying integrated plasmids by plasmid loss. Left
EMM-lys plate shows strains before replica plating, carrying both integrated and autonomously
replicating plasmids. Right EMM-lys plate shows strains after replica plating, carrying only inte-
grated plasmids.

the strains 5FOA-resistant before screening, such that 5FOA-resistant growth could be at-

tributed to the hydrolysis of cNMPs by PfPDEβ. Hence, during the pre-growth of the

strains, various amounts of cNMPs were introduced to enhance PKA activity and repress

the fbp1-ura4 reporter. Since an increase in PKA activity can be observed by an increase in

cell length [34], cell length was used to determine the amount of exogenous cNMPs needed

for PKA activation. Upon supplementing the GKS1 strain with 125µM cAMP, a notable

increase in cell length of +5.5µM was observed, as seen in Figure 4. This indicated that

PKA was activated, validating that these specific cNMP amounts were suitable pre-growth

supplements for the yeast strains.

Optimization of screening conditions

cNMP profiling was performed to understand the hydrolytic activity of PfPDEβ and

optimize screening conditions. The activity of PfPDEβ was studied using the yeast-based

5FOA assay, as outlined in Figure 2. When screening GKS2, which produces some cAMP, no

exogenous cNMPs were added to the 5FOA medium, as PKA activity and fbp1-ura4 reporter

repression could be regulated by the cAMP produced by GKS2. On the other hand, when

screening GKS1, which produces no cAMP, exogenous cNMPs needed to be added to the

5FOA medium to regulate PKA activity and fbp1-ura4 reporter repression. This is because
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(a) No cAMP added. Length = 9.24µM. (b) 125µM cAMP added. Length = 14.74µM.

Figure 4: 125µM cAMP activated PKA in strain GKS1, as seen by the notable increase in the
average length of cells with a fission plate (same stage of the cell cycle).

the lack of cAMP production in the GKS1 strain causes the cells to express the ura4 gene

and be 5FOA sensitive. However, the Ura4 proteins would have interfered with the analysis

of the effects of PDE inhibitors in the 5FOA assay. Hence, exogenous cNMPs were added to

test the cell’s ability to maintain 5FOA-resistance rather than confer 5FOA-resistance. The

amount of cAMP and cGMP needed for the cell to express 5FOA-resistance was determined,

as described in Section 2.7. Upon the expression of PfPDEβ, the amount of cAMP needed to

achieve 5FOA-resistance increased while the amount of cGMP remained relatively constant,

as shown by the shift of the blue curves when PfPDEβ was present in Figure 5. This suggests

that PfPDEβ hydrolyzes cAMP, but not cGMP. Hence, 12.5µM cAMP was added to the

5FOA medium for GKS1 strains, increasing PKA activity to repress the fbp1-ura4 reporter

such that cells confer 5FOA-resistance.

To further optimize 5FOA assay screening conditions, pilot screenings of compound col-

lection 8 using different conditions were conducted, as detailed in Section 2.7. To determine

the optimal yeast strain, assays were performed using strains GKS1 and GKS2, where strain

GKS1 was ultimately selected for future screens. This was because strain GKS1 showed

a more pronounced distinction in growth between DMSO (the solvent used to dissolve the

compounds, thus serving as a vehicle control) and compounds, as seen in Figure 6, enabling
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Figure 5: cNMP dose-response curve of strains CHP1236 (no PDE) and GKS1 (PfPDEβ). The
optimal amount of cAMPs to be added to observe 5FOA growth in the presence of PfPDEβ is
12.5µM. 0.4g/L 5FOA was used in this assay. Subsequent assays used 0.5g/L 5FOA to further
reduce growth of cells exposed to 12.5µM cAMP.

clearer analysis, as cell growth could be predominantly attributed to compounds inhibiting

PfPDEβ. Additionally, optimization was carried out for 5FOA concentration (0.4g/L and

0.5g/L) and cell density (2.5 × 104 cells/ml and 5 × 104 cells/ml) (data not shown). Based

on the results, the optimal screening conditions were determined to be using strain GKS1

with a cell density of 5× 104 cells/ml in 0.5g/L 5FOA with 12.5µM cAMP supplement.

3.4 Identification of PfPDEβ inhibitors through HTS screening

In the genetically engineered yeast strain, GKS1, a frameshift mutation in the cgs2 PDE

gene effectively disrupts S. pombe PDE activity. Hence, the PDE activity observed in the

experiments is solely attributed to PfPDEβ. 5FOA screening relies on the 5FOA growth

phenotype, which is expressed by transcription of the fbp1-ura4 reporter. In the presence

of PfPDEβ inhibitors, GKS1 strains should confer 5FOA-resistant growth, as PfPDEβ in-

hibitors increase cAMP levels to repress fbp1-ura4 transcription (Figure 2b). The screening
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Figure 6: Dose-response curve of strains GKS1 and GKS2 using DMSO (control) and BC8-22 (a
hit compound identified in collection 8). Greater difference in growth between DMSO and BC8-22
was observed when strain GKS1 was used.

was performed using 162 compounds previously identified as HsPDE inhibitors, as described

in Section 2.7 and Section 3.3 [35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. From this initial screening, 42 potential

hit compounds that resulted in the greatest increase in OD, as listed in Supp. Table 3,

were selected. Focused screening on these 42 compounds was performed in triplicate. Hit

compounds were identified by their ability to increase OD compared to the control (DMSO)

to a statistically significant extent. The increase in OD was determined by calculating the

ratio of OD with the compound added to the OD with only DMSO. Six hit compounds,

namely BC8-8, BC8-19, BC8-20, BC11-29, BC40, and BC42, were identified as significant

hits based on an upper-tailed one-sample t-test with null hypothesis OD ratio ≤ 1, followed

by multiple hypothesis test correction via the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure (q = 0.1) [40].

Hit compounds were analyzed in a dose-response curve and half-maximal effective concentra-

tion (EC50) values were determined, as illustrated in Figure 7. These compounds effectively

inhibited PfPDEβ and reduced its hydrolytic activity, leading to an accumulation of cAMP

and increased PKA activity. Consequently, the fbp1-ura4 reporter was repressed, resulting
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in strains exhibiting 5FOA-resistant growth. BC8-20 stood out as the strongest and most

potent inhibitor of PfPDEβ. It demonstrated the greatest increase in OD and displayed the

lowest EC50 value of 0.295µM, as seen in Figure 7. This suggests that even at low concen-

trations, BC8-20 effectively inhibited PfPDEβ, making it a highly potent compound and

promising lead compound for further screening.

Figure 7: Dose-response curve of average OD values of three duplicate wells against the con-
centration of the top three hit compounds/DMSO. DMSO served as the negative control vehicle.
Compounds were screened on two different plates, labelled (1) and (2). Table shows the average
EC50 value of each hit compound.

4 Discussion

A yeast-based screening approach was successfully developed and optimized to identify

six cell-permeable and potent PfPDEβ inhibitors that are worth investigating further.

Chemical structures of the six hit compounds, which demonstrate high potential as

PfPDEβ inhibitors, were analyzed, as depicted in Figure 8. Although all of the compounds

feature a ring structure with carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur (except BC8-8) and oxygen
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(except BC11-29) atoms, along with at least one methyl group, these are common features

of screening compounds. Hence, although there seems to be a resemblance between the com-

pounds and cAMP, other chemical structural features, such as functional groups, suggest

that the compounds are fairly distinct from one another and cAMP. Notably, the Tanimoto

coefficient, a measure of similarity between chemical structures [41], revealed a very low value

of 0.245 between the most structurally similar compounds, BC11-29 and BC42, indicating

that the compounds were distinct from one another. This suggests that the hit compounds

interact with the active site of PfPDEβ through different contacts.

Figure 8: Chemical structures of cAMP and the six hit compounds from HTS screening.

Certain compounds in the HTS exhibited inconsistent results across the three repli-

cates. An example is BC8-20, as indicated by the large error bars in Figure 7. In contrast,

compounds like BC11-29 and BC42 demonstrated more consistent results. The observed in-

consistency of BC8-20 results could potentially be attributed to solubility issues in DMSO,

which can be addressed in future investigations by diluting the BC8-20 stock solution more.

Furthermore, additional compounds, including BC8-22, BC11-23, BC24, BC26, and BC43,
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warrant further experimentation to determine if they are hit compounds, as they showed

inhibition of PfPDEβ in at least two of the assays.

In our laboratory, HTS is being performed on PfPDEα, PfPDEδ and PfPDEγ, in ad-

dition to PfPDEβ. Notably, several hit compounds identified in the PfPDEβ screens were

not highly specific to PfPDEβ as they were also identified as hits in PfPDEα (unpub-

lished, Layne Kiratsous). This finding is unsurprising considering the compounds used in

the PfPDEβ screens had previously been identified as hit compounds in HsPDE screens.

Hence, these compounds likely bind promiscuously to various PDEs. In contrast, BC8-8

displayed significant activity against PfPDEβ, but no activity against PfPDEα. Thus, both

promiscuous and selective PfPDEβ inhibitors were identified in this study.

This study showcases the efficacy of S. pombe-based screening in successfully validating

drug targets and identifying biologically active, potent and selective PDE inhibitors in a

cost-effective and efficient manner, making it highly practical for HTS. Specifically, the

compounds are accessed based on their ability to promote 5FOA-resistant growth in S. pombe

during a 48-hour period. This implies that the identified hit compounds are cell-permeable,

chemically stable and nontoxic to S. pombe, suggesting they can be directly tested in P.

falciparum.

5 Future work

Further work includes the screening of hit compounds using a purified PfPDEβ enzyme

in vitro assay to validate their inhibitory activity. Additionally, in collaboration with Manoj

Duraisingh from Harvard School of Public Health, hit compounds will be used in whole P.

falciparum parasite screens to assess whether the hit compounds can directly reduce parasite

blood stage invasion and growth. If warranted, strain GKS1 can then be used in a HTS at

the Broad Institute to discover compounds that could be developed into novel antimalarial

drugs.
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6 Conclusion

This study describes the successful cloning of the PfPDEβ gene and construction of yeast

strains for the development and optimization of a yeast-based High-Throughput Screening

assay. I demonstrated that PfPDEβ can be inhibited by small molecules and identified six

PfPDEβ inhibitors, namely BC8-8, BC8-19, BC8-20, BC11-29, BC40, and BC42, with BC8-

20 being the strongest and most potent lead compound. These compounds can be used

for whole-parasite screening to evaluate the effect of inhibiting PfPDEs on P. falciparum,

contributing to antimalarial drug discovery efforts. Additionally, my hit compound library

and optimized screening conditions are resources that can be leveraged for future screens

against PDEs from animals and parasites. This will deepen our understanding of PDEs and

facilitate the development of novel therapies for cyclic nucleotide pathway-related diseases.
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A Appendix

A.1 Life Cycle of Plasmodium falciparum

Supplementary Figure 1: Life cycle of Plasmodium falciparum illustrating the specific
stages and their respective cyclic nucleotide signaling components and protein kinases (from
Baker, D. A., Drought, L. G., Flueck, C., Nofal, S. D., Patel, A., Penzo, M., & Walker, E.
M. (2017). Cyclic nucleotide signalling in malaria parasites. Open biology, 7(12), 170213.
https://doi.org/10.1098/rsob.170213 [11])
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A.2 PDE Specificity

(a) Protein BLAST alignment of PfPDEβ and
HsPDE1A

(b) Protein BLAST alignment of PfPDEβ and
HsPDE9A

Supplementary Figure 2: Amino acid sequence of PfPDEβ is significantly different from that
of HsPDEs.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Clustal Omega alignment of HsPDEs and PfPDEβ. Of the 18 invari-
ant amino acids in HsPDEs (highlighted in yellow), PfPDEβ has 3 different amino acids (highlighted
in green).
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A.3 Oligonucleotides

Name Genotype

Tif-rev GGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGACG
ura5-seq TTTAATATTCGGTGGTCTCTTCAG

Supplementary Table 1: Oligonucleotides used in this study.

A.4 Compound Collection Library

Collection Compounds

1
DMSO Roli BC12 BC13 BC14 BC18 BC20 BC21 BC22 BC23 BC24 BC25
BC26 BC27 BC28 BC29 BC30 BC31 BC32 BC33 BC34 BC35

2
DMSO BC37 BC38 BC39 BC40 BC41 BC42 BC43 BC44 BC45 BC46
BC47 BC48 BC49 BC50 BC51 BC52 BC53 BC54 BC55 BC56 BC57

3
DMSO BC58 BC58-3 BC61 BC63 BC64 BC65 BC66 BC67 BC68 BC69
BC69-3 BC70 BC71 BC72 BC73 BC74 BC75 BC76 BC77 BC26-2 BC26-3

4
DMSO BC11-1 BC11-2 BC11-3 BC11-4 BC11-5 BC11-6 BC11-8 BC11-8-2
BC11-9 BC11-10 BC11-11 BC11-12 BC11-13 BC11-14 BC11-15 BC11-17
BC11-18 BC-19 BC11-20 BC11-21 BC11-22

5
DMSO BC11-23 BC11-24 BC11-25 BC11-26 BC11-27 BC11-28 BC11-29
BC11-30 BC11-31 BC11-32 BC11-33 BC11-34 BC11-35 BC11-36
BC11-37 BC11-38 BC8-1 BC8-2 BC8-3 BC8-4 BC8-5

6
DMSO BC8-6 BC8-7 BC8-8 BC8-9 BC8-10 BC8-11 B08-12 BC8-13
BC8-14 BC8-15 BC8-16 BC8-17 BC8-18 BC8-19 BC8-20 BC8-21
BC8-22 BC8-23 BC8-24 BC8-25 BC8-26

7
DMSO BC8-27 BC8-28 BC8-1A BC8-1B BC8-1C BC8-1D BC8-1E
BC8-1F BC8-1G BC8-1H BC8-5A BC8-5B BC8-5C BC8-A1 BC8-A2
BC8-A3 BC8-A4 BC8-A5 BC8-A6 BC8-A7 BC8-A8

8
DMSO BC8-A9 BC8-A10 BC8-A11 BC69-1 BC69-2 BC69-3 BC69-4
BC69-5 BC69-6 BC8-BB BC8-23C BC8-15C Tadalfil BRL50481 Zaprinast
BC24 BC26 BC58 BC11-21 BC8-19 BC8-22

Supplementary Table 2: 162-compound collection used for screening.
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Collection Compounds

Focus-1
DMSO BC14 BC39 BC40 BC41 BC42 BC43 BC44 BC51 BC52 BC56 BC58
BC11-18 BC11-23 BC11-25 BC11-26 BC11-27 BC11-28 BC11-29 BC11-31
BC11-32 BC11-34

Focus 2
DMSO BC11-35 BC11-36 BC11-37 BC11-38 BC8-1 BC8-2 BC8-3 BC8-8
BC8-9 BC8-12 BC8-20 BC8-21 BC8-22 BC8-26 BC69-2 BC69-6 BC8-23C
BC8-15C BRL50481 BC24 BC8-19

Supplementary Table 3: 42-compound focused collection used for screening.

A.5 Plasmid transformation in S. pombe

Strains CHP1236 and CHP1247 were cultured overnight in YES and EMM respectively.

Then, strains were subcultured into 30ml EMM for five hours to target for 107 cells/ml. Using

a tabletop centrifuge, cells were pelleted and washed with an equal volume of sterile water.

Cells were pelleted again, brought up in 1ml water and then transferred to an Eppendorf

tube. Cells were pelleted for five seconds and washed with 1ml 1x LiOAc/TE buffer solution

(2ml 10x LiOAc (1M, pH 7.5), 2ml 10x TE, 16ml sterile water). Cells were pelleted again

and brought to 2x109 cells/ml in 150µl 1x LiOAc/TE. 3µl of 10mg/ml boiled carrier DNA

was added to cells and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. Then, 390µl of 40%

PEG in 1x LiOAc/TE (2ml 10x LiOAc, 2ml 10x TE, 8g PEG (3350), 9.75ml sterile water

(boiled for 6-10 minutes)) was added and incubated at 30℃. 90µl of transformation mix

was transferred into a tube containing the 1µl PstI cut plasmid and incubated for two hours

at 30℃. After adding 10.75µl of DMSO, the mixture was heat shocked for five minutes at

42℃. Cells were plated onto an EMM-lys plate to select for transformants. Transformants

were subjected to PCR with oligonucleotides Tif-rev and ura5-seq (Supp. Table 1) followed

by gel electrophoresis.

A.6 Plasmid Rescue

Cells were collected from EMM-lys plate into a 1.5ml Eppendorf tube. 0.2ml of Smash

and Grab buffer (10ml 1% SDS, 2.0ml 2% Triton X-100, 2ml 100mM NaCl, 1ml 10mM
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Tris (pH 8.0), 0.2ml 1mM EDTA (pH 8.0), 84.8ml sterile water), 0.3g acid-washed glass

beads and 0.2ml phenol-chloroform were added into the tube. The mixture was vortexed

for four minutes and pelleted for five minutes in a microfuge. 40µl of the aqueous layer was

transferred into a new tube containing 40µl isopropanol and placed on ice for 30 minutes.

The mixture was pelleted for 10 minutes in a microfuge and the liquid was removed. 200µl of

70% ethanol was added and the mixture was placed on ice for another 10 minutes. Ethanol

was removed and the pellet was dried in a Speedvac and resuspended in 10µl of sterile water.

1.0µl DNA used to transform Escherichia coli (E.coli) ElectroTen Blue cells to ampicillin

resistance by electroporation (2250V, 200Ω, 25 microfarad at a time constant of 4.5ms).

Cells were collected into 1ml Luria-Bertani (LB) liquid and grown for 60 minutes at 37℃.

Cells were pelleted for seven minutes at 4000RPM and liquid was removed. Cells were

resuspended in 100µl of remaining medium and spread to an LB ampicillin (Amp) plate to

select for transformants.
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